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Merging of ideas ... miners

should benefit from the OT-IT

blending lessons learned

elsewhere.

Putting the C into ICT
Staff reporter, 23 January 2014

The mining industry can profit from more than 15 years of information

technology advances in other industries, but must tackle more seriously

the enterprise architecture (EA) standards issue if it is going to dig deeper

into available IT/operations technology convergence gains, according to

two leaders in the field.

Veteran sector analyst Dan Miklovic and execution systems expert Bas

Mutsaers said mining had matured quickly in recent years in its application

of IT to support business improvement, but was yet to reap significant

rewards from investment in most enterprise systems and operations

technologies such as automation.

Miklovic, the former Gartner vice president and now industry consultant

with ABB offshoot Ventyx, said: “The increased level of complexity in the mining industry has been a

tremendous driver in getting mining companies to look towards IT to help them stay competitive,

especially in cost containment. This has been helped by an influx of C-levels [executives] from outside

the mining sector… who have joined mining firms from consumer products, high tech and financial

institutions and are driving the investment in IT.”

This had “raised the bar for the whole industry”.

Bigger technology corporations had also acquired their way into the mining technology space and were

applying “their mature approaches to IT on a whole-scale level when creating solutions”.

“These factors have created a huge opportunity in the mining sector to learn from the pioneering efforts

in other industries,” Miklovic told Mining Journal.

“Other manufacturing sectors, both discrete and process manufacturing, learned early on that islands of

automation and islands of information led to performance issues that created both production volume

and quality problems. A research study by Gartner [October 2010] concluded one of the biggest

opportunities for miners was to learn from other industries and move towards an integrated mining

enterprise through the adoption of standardised architectures.”

Mutsaers, senior vice president mining industry solutions at Ventyx, said prospects for an “integrated

enterprise” in mining were potentially profound in the area of remote and autonomous operations.

“The convergence of IT such as enterprise asset management and enterprise resource planning,

logistics and operational systems, and OT such as process logic controllers on machinery in this area has

led to more efficient but modified processes given the forces within the organisations that are adopting

them,” Mutsaers said.

“Other industry practices are already starting to be introduced and matured into mining and we are

seeing subject matter experts in mining leading the charge in evangelising the obvious and proven

benefits achieved in other industries. Mining companies are paying attention and this is reflected by the

recent change in recruitment targeting. Furthermore, companies are increasingly appointing governance

groups tasked with bringing cross-industry know-how into mining.”

Mikolovic said mining companies had been investing in their own R&D, but now the adopted cross-

industry technology available was ready to bring this to an enterprise scale.

“It is possible to bring autonomous equipment into mining on an industrial scale,” he said. “This

autonomy and ability to control equipment with highly standardised, mature and integrated IT systems

means that mines can be run effectively from remote operation centres many hundreds of kilometres

away.

Some large mining companies were pursuing integration but had achieved less-than-optimal results,

Miklovic said.

“The lack of industry-accepted EA standards in mining is slowing the integration effort,” he said.

“Other industries from automotive to semi-conductors have all faced this issue in the past and over the

course of the past 15-20 years have adopted numerous industry standards that have facilitated

speedier implementation of integrated operations. Mining can and should follow a similar approach and

we are already seeing the adoption of OAGIS, S95, B2MML and standards like PAS55, for example, by

leading companies.

“Ventyx, by learning from the lessons of others and applying our detailed mining expertise to these

standards, is being a catalyst for our customers who are on the road to quicker maturity.”

As Gartner previously identified, no single industry standard will serve the full breadth and depth of the

mining industry. But according to Mutsaers, there are several EA activities that deserve attention and

support.

“Key among these is the Exploration, Mining, Metals and Minerals (EMMM) Forum of The Open Group,

which has developed an EA reference model for the industry,” he said. “Being a reference model it is

sufficiently generic that it can serve as the foundation for any mining enterprise’s specific architecture,

but with ambitions and capability to automate more of the complexity required for an efficient
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autonomous enterprise.

“The mining industry has advantages that other industries did not have.

“It can leverage the 15-20 years most other industries spent in trying to understand and then move

towards an integrated enterprise. By adopting an integration model, communication and data standards

that facilitate integration and then selecting and deploying solutions that fit within the parameters of

their plans and the standards they choose, they can achieve in a few years what other industries took

decades to accomplish.”
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